Online Library Digger The Dinosaur My First I Can
Read

Digger The Dinosaur My First I Can
Read
"Digger wants to go out and play, but he still hasn't
cleaned his room. The race is on to tidy up--and with
Digger in a rush, things might get a little topsyturvy"--Cover verso.
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Readers will roar with laughter as Digger the
Dinosaur mixes up silly phrases in his second fully
illustrated I Can Read title. Today is the big dino
party! Digger and Dadasaur take a ride into town to
get a cake, but before long, they get lost. Can
Momasaur help Digger before it’s too late? Or will
Digger and Dadasaur have to go home cakeless?
Beginning readers will learn common sight words
and simple phonics sounds. Digger the Dinosaur and
the Cake Mistake is a My First I Can Read book,
which means it’s perfect for shared reading with a
child.
Simplified Chinese edition of Dear Little Fish
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Simplified Chinese edition of It's Not the Stork!: A Book About
Girls, Boys, Babies, Bodies, Families and Friends
You've just purchased a Kindle Fire. How do you set it up?
How do you secure it? What can you do with it? In Taking
Your Kindle Fire to the Max, you'll learn how to set up email,
social networking, videos, music, eBooks, contacts, calendar,
and navigation. Once you've discovered how to set up your
accounts, check your email, and connect to the internet, you
learn advanced moves that will make your Kindle Fire use
similar to your laptop or desktop computing, granting you an
unlimited mobile life.
It's Stego's birthday and Digger knows the perfect present to
give his best friend—a song! But when Digger mixes up the
words, things get super silly. Join Digger the Dinosaur in all
his I Can Read adventures!
Digger the DinosaurHarperCollins
The best book of the year in American Cox Book Review. The
annual selection of books in Amazon online bookstore. The
standards for perfect pets are all the same, but there are all
kinds of imperfect pets! In the glass cover in the dark
basement, various strange-looking creatures are enclosed.
They are imperfect pets who make mistakes in the production
process. Basi is a little monster with half a mouse and half an
elephant. His escape plan will lead these weird friends into
the real world together and find a way to survive.
Traditional Chinse Edition of [Stephen Hawking]
Offers reviews and recommendations of over 25,000 titles for
children, and includes brief annotations, bibliographic data,
and review citations.
A beautifully illustrated thematic word book consisting of fullpage spreads of various familiar locations such as home,
street, nursery, supermarket, beach, bedroom and so on.
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Each scene also has side panels detailing 15-20 words in
English and French next to an illustration of the word.. Extra
sections on colours, numbers, weather and time are also
included, making this the ideal introduction to French words
for children of all ages. * Lively, colourful illustrations on every
page -plenty for parents and children to look at together *
Alphabetical indexes in both English and Spanish for easy
reference * Word lists carefully selected by top educational
language advisors
Digger the Dinosaur has a prehistoric footprint but a
preschool heart. These four silly stories have simple text and
endearing illustrations for a fantastic first reading experience.
These are My First I Can Read Books, which means they're
perfect for shared reading with a child. In Digger the
Dinosaur, Digger needs to clean his room before the baseball
game begins. But since he's in a hurry, things might go topsyturvy! In Digger the Dinosaur and the Cake Mistake, Digger
and his dad are trying to pick up a cake for a party, but they
get lost! With Mom on the phone and Digger helping too, can
they make it back in time? In Digger the Dinosaur and the
Play Day, Digger and his friends are starring in a school play!
When Digger keeps mixing up his lines, can his buddy Stego
help? In Digger the Dinosaur and the Wrong Song, Digger
wants to make up a song for Stego's birthday, but finding the
right words isn't easy!
Brave bear hunters go through grass, a river, mud, and other
obstacles before the inevitable encounter with the bear forces
a headlong retreat.
Hocus P. Diplodocus is not like other dinosaurs. He is the
world's first magician! But as Hocus's powers grow, his fame
grows too, and everything could go very wrong! This
charmingly illustrated story about a magical dinosaur
introduces young children to reading using leveled text.
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When Albert and his buddies have a "no girls" baseball
game, Frances and her sister organize a "Best Friends
Outing -- No Boys."
Meet Digger the Dinosaur, a delightful new I Can Read
character. Digger may be huge, but he has the heart of a
preschooler. He loves to help, but gets mixed up a lot. In
Digger the Dinosaur, Digger wants to play baseball with
his friends. But he isn’t allowed to go out until he’s
cleaned his room. Digger starts cleaning at top speed,
but the faster he moves the messier his room gets. His
big tail and big feet aren’t helping! Will Digger win the
race to tidy his room and get to the game on time?
Gynux’s full-color illustrations capture Digger’s lovable
personality. Digger the Dinosaur is a My First I Can Read
book. That means it’s perfect for shared reading with a
child.
Traditional Chinese Edition of Pig the Tourist
Today is the big dino party, and Digger and Dadasaur
take a ride into town to get a cake, but before long, they
end up getting lost.
An introduction to phonetic sounds, with pictures, poems,
and riddles providing examples.
Welcome to Our New Series "My Companion". As per
the recent guidelines from NCF (National Curriculum
Framework) by NCERT and SCERT, we are introducing
My Companion, an essential and innovative series for
children of primary level. The series is prepared for
Classes 1-5, covering the subjects: English, Hindi,
Mathematics, and Environmental Studies (for Classes
3-5). This series is a set of eight (8) part books for each
class. Each book covers all subjects as mentioned
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above, in such a way that the students need to carry only
one textbook at a time. Thus, it proposes the schools an
opportunity to minimize a load of school bags on
students both physically and psychologically. The series
aims at encouraging inventiveness and competence in
children with a well-graded thematic approach, simple
language considering age appropriateness. Learning,
teaching, and assessing concepts are based on
Anderson's Taxonomy (Revised Bloom's). Vibrant
colorful illustrations and pictures are added to grab the
interest and attention of children." English • In Reader,
different genres (stories, poems, plays, etc.) are provided
with keeping in mind the mental level of the children. The
emphasis is given to incorporating LSRW (Listening,
Speaking, Reading, and Writing) skills. • In Grammar,
basic grammar concepts, concise explanations, and
examples are given along with interesting exercises. •
Vocabulary will help the children to learn new words and
their usage. • Comprehension will help the children to
build their reading and analytical skills. • Writing will
enhance the creative writing skills of the children. Hindi •
Different genres like stories, poems, essays, plays, etc.
grab the interest and attention of children. • All four
language skills (Listening, Speaking, Reading, and
Writing) are incorporated to enhance the good command
over Hindi language. • In Grammar, basic grammar
concepts, concise explanations, and examples are given
along with interesting exercises. Mathematics • The
content is created in an interesting and comprehensive
manner that an average child can grasp the fundamental
concepts very well. • Activities are given to correlate
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students with their everyday experiences. • Assignments
are designed to check the recalling, understanding, and
application of the concepts. • Maths LabActivity at the
end of the chapter helps children develop different
strategies for solving problems. Environmental Studies •
All the texts are given in a logical manner for better
understanding. • Many inside features like Factopedia,
Pause to Do, Hots, Pair, and Share in the text are
introduced to make the process of learning faster, better
and interesting. • A variety of questions are provided in
the Let's Revise section at the end of each chapter,
which encourages children to recall, compare, and
analyze different concepts and phenomena." Goyal
Brothers Prakashan

Simplified Chinese edition of Bear Came Along
Digger the Dinosaur is starring in a play! But will he
remember all the lines he has to say? Young
children just learning to read will enjoy the warmth
and humor of this My First I Can Read story about a
little dinosaur who keeps trying, no matter what.
Author Rebecca Kai Dotlich is a poet and picture
book author of such titles as What Is Science? and
Lemonade Sun (an American Booksellers "Pick of
the Lists"). Her work is featured widely in poetry
anthologies and textbooks. My First I Can Read
books are ideal for sharing with emergent readers.
Digger the Dinosaur is starring in a play! But will he
remember all the lines he has to say? Young
children just learning to read will enjoy the warmth
and humor of this My First I Can Read story about a
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little dinosaur who keeps trying, no matter what.
When Duncan arrives at school one morning, he
finds a stack of letters, one from each of his crayons,
complaining about how he uses them.
• Ideal for aged 3 and up. • Popular-themed activity
books packed with picture puzzles, mazes, word
games and more. • Each book contains more than
150 stickers to find and place.
More than 1000 words are introduced by labeled
pictures grouped topically under clothes, home, food,
playtime, the country, colors, and other familiar
things and places.
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